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What is a story map?
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the hip new way to combine your web maps and 
multimedia into an interactive place-based story 



What is a story map?
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bridging the gap between GIS and the public 
understanding



What is a story map?
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telling one story and telling it well



Simplicity
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“Whenever people ask why we would need GIS, I show 
them story maps, and they immediately get it.”
Sharee Williamson, associate general counsel
National Trust for Historic Preservation



Liberate data
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expose your hard work
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Taking complex data
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re-tooling it for public understanding



Taking complex analysis
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re-tooling it for public understanding



Taking GIS
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re-tooling it for public understanding



Connect
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focus on your target audience



Lure
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people want to be impressed



UI/UX 
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choose an experience that matches your project



Great maps
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compelling content and compelling cartography



Simplicity
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just because it’s doable doesn’t mean it needs to be done



Empowering
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Esri Story Maps



Empowering
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become more



Empowering
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zero code, all code, and everything in-between
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Simplicity
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with builders



storymaps.arcgis.com/en/app-list



Let’s do this!
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and where to begin?



Chunking the experience
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clean steps with minimal options



Not overwhelming
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authoring, distribution, and soon management



Head to the gallery for inspiration
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What’s to come?!
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My Stories. parallax. crowdsourcing.



















give your data the story it deserves
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give your map the story it deserves
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give your story the map it deserves
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but seriously,
who doesn’t have a story to tell?



questions?



thanks!

jbowen@esri.com
dasbury@esri.com

And btw we’re hiring visualization 
developers - shoot us an email or 

challenge us to gladiator on 
Wednesday night
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